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Papers on Intercultural Encounters  

 
Ida e Volta à Procura de Babbitt – a Disturbing Visit to Uncle Tom  

Ilse Losa was a German-Jewish refugee, who fled to Portugal in 1934 to escape Hitler’s policies. She 

decided to settle in Portugal and in 1949 managed to get her first novel published. In 1960 she came 

to publish a travel narrative with the title Ida e Volta: À Procura de Babbitt (Departure and Return 

looking for Babbitt) based on the trip she undertook to the United States of America to visit her 

brother Ernst Lieblich. Besides the intimate questions related to the definition of the narrator’s 

identity, since she was for the first time facing the American Otherness and therefore becoming aware 

of her European identity, there are also political and ideological questions associated with American 

society. It should be noted that Portugal was still under Salazar’s dictatorship and that the country 

was living an internal social crisis. Moreover there were already some signs of military conflicts in 

some of the Portuguese colonies. These are some of the aspects I have approached in the analysis of 

the text Ida e Volta: À Procura de Babbitt by Ilse Losa, since it can be regarded as a narrative marked 

by a personal process of identity assertion and also as a politically engaged text.  

Ana Isabel Marque, Instituto Politécnico de Leiria, Portugal  

Ana Isabel Marques is very much interested in Intercultural Studies applied to Translation. She 

obtained her Ph.D. degree (University of Coimbra, Portugal) with a thesis on translation, censorship 

and identity, which is published as a book under the title As traduções de Ilse Losa noperíodo do Estado 

Novo – Mediação Cultural e Projecção Identitária [Ilse Losa’s Translations during the ‘Estado Novo’ – 

Cultural Mediation and Identity]. In 1999, she obtained her M.A. degree with a dissertation on the 

various dimensions of identity in the work of exiled writers. Her publications include the book 

Paisagens da Memória. Identidade e Alteridade na escrita de Ilse Losa (2001) [Landscapes of Memory. 

Identity and Alterity in Ilse Losa’s work]. She teaches at the Instituto Politécnico de Leiria, Portugal, 

and can be reached at amarques@ipleiria.pt. 

 

Misguided Interculturalism: A Critical Analysis of the Human Library  

Developed as a "'keep it simple', 'no-nonsense' contribution to social cohesion in multicultural 

societies" in Denmark in 2000, the Human Library Organization has since grown to include hundreds 

of libraries worldwide. Readers are invited to "check out" Living Books from underrepresented groups 

for half-hour chats aimed at building cross-cultural understanding and breaking down barriers of 

prejudice and stereotypes based on intercultural focus on individual interactions and dialogue. The 

Human Library was initially examined from a theoretical standpoint in light of general principles of 

multiculturalism, including social contact, voice, and representation (Garbutt, 2008), but very little 

work has been done to examine the Library from a critical race perspective with a focus on existing 

power structures and issues of privilege. This article aims to fill this research gap with a critical analysis 

of the Human Library framework and the ways in which the program reinforces systemic 
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stereotypes and exploitation of minority groups though tokenist and exploitative objectification. A 

better rendering of the project would allow both Readers and Living Books to interact and exchange 

experiences from a position of equal power footing, providing a fair and equal intercultural interaction 

that truly works to combat systems of prejudice and improve cross-cultural relations. 

April M. Hathcock, New York University, United States of America 

April Hathcock is the Scholarly Communications Librarian at NYU where she educates the campus 

community on issues of ownership, access, and rights in the research lifecycle. She received her J.D. 

and LL.M. in International and Comparative Law from Duke University School of Law and her M.L.I.S. 

from the University of South Florida. Before entering librarianship, she practiced intellectual property 

and antitrust law for a global private firm. Her research interests include cultural creation and 

exchange and the ways in which social and legal infrastructures benefit the works of certain groups 

over others. 

 

From World Cinema to Intercultural Film: Fiction Film as Audio-visual Documents of Interculturality 

This paper presents results from parts of an ongoing research project entitled “Intercultural film”. The 

project aims to clarify the concept intercultural film that has been widely used by scholars from 

different academic fields in the previous decade. It is mainly scholars from film studies and 

intercultural studies that have shown an interest in using an intercultural perspective in their analyses 

of fiction film. In general the concept of ‘interculturality’ (in relation to film) signifies a perspective 

that scholars use with an ambition to clarify transnational connections, aesthetic hybridity, and cross-

cultural differences. The analytical focus regarding intercultural film is often on using film as 

representation or illustration of intercultural encounters, cultural or linguistic misunderstandings, 

and/or experiences of culture shock – only rarely are the concepts theoretically defined. But there are 

differences between film scholars and intercultural scholars when it comes to how they interpret and 

apply an intercultural perspective in their research. These differences make it fruitful to ask whether 

scholars are actually talking about the same thing, and even more importantly, what an intercultural 

perspective means in regard to the analysis of fiction films and what audiovisual documents actually 

say about intercultural encounters.  

Andreas Jacobsson, Karlstad University, Sweden  

Andreas Jacobsson holds a position as senior lecturer in Intercultural studies at Karlstad University. 

His research is mainly focused on Intercultural perspectives on film and media, world cinema, and 

intercultural perspectives on knowledge. He is currently involved in two research projects: 

“Intercultural film”, and “Intercultural epistemology”. He is a member of a “strong” research group in 

the Humanities at Karlstad University (Kufo). His dissertation, Death on film: A motif study from a 

world cinema perspective (University of Gothenburg 2009), is an analysis of cross-cultural variations 

of death. He is teaches several courses in intercultural studies and film studies. 
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